We present a methodological framework enabling a detailed description of the performance of Hop eld-like attractor neural networks (ANN) in the rst two iterations. Using the Bayesian approach, we nd that performance is improved when a history-based term is included in the neuron's dynamics. A further enhancement of the network's performance is achieved by judiciously choosing the censored neurons (those which become active in a given iteration) on the basis of the magnitude of their post-synaptic potentials. The contribution of biologically plausible, censored, history-dependent dynamics is especially marked in conditions of low ring activity and sparse connectivity, two important characteristics of the mammalian cortex. In such networks, the performance attained is higher than the performance of two`independent' iterations, which represents an upper bound on the performance of history-independent networks. 0
1 Introduction memories are independent and identically distributed, with equally likely values of +1 or ?1. The initial state X has similarity P(X i = i ) = (1 + )=2, P(X i = ? i ) = (1 ? )=2, independently of everything else. The weight of the synaptic connection between neurons i and j (i 6 = j) is given by the simple Hebbian law W ij = m+1 X =1 i j : (1) Each neuron receives incoming synaptic connections from a random choice of K of the N neurons in the network in such a way that if a synapse exists, the synapse in the opposite direction exists with probability r, the re exivity parameter. In the rst iteration, a random sample of L 1 neurons become active (i.e.,` re'), thus on the average n 1 = L 1 K=N neurons update the state of each neuron. The eld f i (1) of neuron i in the rst iteration is f i (1) = 1 n 1 N X j=1 W ij I ij I j (1) X j ; (2) where I ij denotes the indicator function of the event`neuron i receives a synaptic connection from neuron j', and I j (t) denotes the indicator function of the event`neuron j is active in the t'th iteration'. Under the Bayesian approach we adopt, neuron i assigns an a-priori probability i (0) = P( i = +1jX i ) = (1 + X i )=2 to having +1 as the correct memory state and evaluates the corresponding a-posteriori probability i (1) = P( i = +1jX i ; f i (1) ), which turns out to be expressible as the sigmoidal function 1=(1 + exp(?2x)) evaluated at some linear combination of X i and f i (1) . In the second iteration the belief i (1) of a neuron determines the probability that the neuron is active. We illustrate two extreme modes for determining the active updating neurons, or activation: the random case where L 2 active neurons are randomly chosen, independently of the strength of their elds, and the censored case, which consists of selecting the L 2 neurons whose belief belongs to some set. The most appealing censoring rule from the biological point of view is tail-censoring, where the active neurons are those with the strongest beliefs. Performance, however, is improved under interval-censoring, where the active neurons are those with mid-range beliefs, and even further by combining tail and interval censoring into a hybrid rule.
Let n 2 = L 2 K=N. The activation rule is given by a function C : 1 2 ; 1] ! 0; 1]. Neuron j, with belief j (1) in +1, becomes active with probability C(max( j (1) ; 1 ? j (1) )), independently of everything else. For example, the random case corresponds to C L 2 N and the tail-censored case corresponds to C( ) = 1 or 0 depending on whether max( ; 1 ? ) exceeds some threshold. The output of an active neuron j is a signal function S( j (1) ) of its current belief. The eld f i (2) of neuron i in the second iteration is f i (2) = 1 n 2 N X j=1 W ij I ij I j (2) S( j (1) ) : (3) Neuron i now evaluates its a-posteriori belief i (2) = P( i = +1jX i ; I i (1) ; f i (1) ; f i (2) ). As we shall see, i (2) is, again, the sigmoidal function evaluated at some linear combination of the neuron's history X i ; X i I i (1) ; f i (1) and f i (2) . In contrast to the common history-independent Hop eld dynamics where the signal emitted by neuron j in the t 0 th iteration is a function of f j (t?1) only, Bayesian history-dependent dynamics involve signals and activation rules which depend on the neuron's generalized eld, obtained by adaptively incorporating f j (t?1) to its previous generalized eld. The nal state X i (2) of neuron i is taken as ?1 or +1, depending on which of 1 ? i (2) and i (2) exceeds 1=2. For n 1 =N, n 2 =N, m=N, K=N constant, and N large, we develop explicit expressions for the performance of the network, for any signal function (e.g., S 1 ( ) = Sgn( ? 1=2) or S 2 ( ) = 2 ? 1) and activation rule. Performance is measured by the nal overlap 00 = 1 N P i X i (2) (or equivalently by the nal similarity (1 + 00 )=2). Various possible combinations of activation modes and signal functions described above are then examined under varying degrees of connectivity and neuronal activity.
Previous research investigating the dynamic evolution of ANNs has distinguished between two general classes of sparse networks. In strongly diluted networks, where the number of connections per neuron is smaller than the logarithm of the number of neurons, the dynamics become exactly soluble due to the elimination of correlations between the inputs to di erent neurons 11]. In the second class, which we address, sparseness is not necessarily so extensive, correlations exist and should be accounted for. We follow the approach originated by 12] and developed further in 13], who derived explicit formulas for the evolution of the rst two or three iterations. This approach was extended by 14] to multiple iterations, postulating an approximate multi-step transition equation based on the assumption that the noise term is correlated with history only through its variance and its macroscopic overlap. Further developments saw a self-stimulus hysteretic term included in the dynamics 15, 16] , and introduced arbitrary connectivity in the non-hysteretic case 17]. Extending the idea of hysteresis to the broader notion of history-dependent dynamics, we nd that the performance of history-dependent ANNs is su ciently high compared with that of memoryless (history-independent) models, that the analysis of two iterations becomes a viable end in its own right.
From a biological perspective, the history-dependent approach is strongly motivated by the observation that the time span of the di erent channel conductances in a given neuron is very broad (see, e.g., 18] for a review). While some channels are active for only microseconds, some slow-acting channels may remain open for seconds. Hence, a synaptic input currently impending on the neuron may in uence both its current post-synaptic membrane potential, and its post-synaptic potential at some future time. We distinguish accordingly between input elds f i (t) that model incoming spikes, and generalized elds that model the history-dependent, adaptive post-synaptic potentials. As a neuron res in spikes, we emphasize dichotomous signal functions. However, we perform the mathematical derivations under arbitrary signal functions, for their possible bene ts in arti cial neural networks. This approach may be biologically justi ed as well, due to the broad time span upon which a given synaptic input may in uence the membrane potential. The notion of iteration' may be then viewed as an abstraction for the overall dynamics for some length of time, during which some continuous non-threshold input/output function, such as the conventional sigmoidal function 19, 2, 20] , governs the ring rate of each neuron. Historydependent terms may also express hysteretic properties of the neuron's dynamics 15], as manifested by its refractory period and the prevalence of bursting. This paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we show how single-iteration optimization results in a straightforward manner from the Bayesian approach. Section 3 presents the rationale behind history-dependent dynamics. Section 4 describes the optimization of two iterations, while detailed relevant calculations are relegated to the Appendix. Section 5 capitalizes on the derivations of section 4 and uses Statistical Hypotheses Testing analogies to present a heuristic rationale for the various activation rules studied in this paper. Formulas pertaining to these activation rules are shown in section 6 and illustrated numerically in section 7.
2 Single-iteration optimization: the Bayesian approach Let us rst summarize for ease of reference the following well known basic fact in Bayesian Hypothesis Testing.
Lemma 1 (i) If the prior distribution of is P( = 1) = P( = ?1) = 1 2 and the conditional distribution of the observable X is P(X = j ) = 1 + 2 ; P(X = ? j ) = 1 ?
then the posterior probability that = 1 is
where ( ) = 1 2 log 1 + 1 ? : (6) (ii) Express the prior probability as P( = 1) = 1 1 + e ?2x (7) and assume an observable Y which, given , is distributed according to Y j N( ; 2 )
for some constants 2 (?1; 1) and 2 2 (0; 1). Then the posterior probability is P( = 1jY = y) = 1 1 + e ?2(x+( = 2 )y) : (9) This formula is the basis for the de nition of a generalized eld x which is updated by the addition of a multiple of the current observation.
To analyze the eld f i (1) of neuron i in the rst iteration, we express W ij = i j + W ij , where W ij is the contribution of the random memories. Then : (13) Hence, P( = 1jX i ; f i (1) ) > 1=2 if and only if f i (1) + 1 ( )X i > 0. The single-iteration performance is then given by the similarity is equivalent (in the Bayesian jargon) to the obvious optimal policy, under which a neuron sets for itself the sign with posterior probability above 1=2 of being correct. This gives the best single-iteration performance, satisfying 0 > for all 1 , (because Q( ; ) ! (1 + )=2 as " 1 and @ @ p Q( ; ) = ?(1= )((1 ? 2 )=(2 )) ?1=2 expf?( 2 = + ( ( )) 2 )=2g is negative) unlike the usual = 0 case, where 0 < if 1 is too large. For = 0 we see that the similarity after one iteration is (1 + 0 )=2 = ( p 1 ), as shown by Kinzel 22] . This corresponds to the classical (non-Bayesian) approach in Statistics that values unbiasedness over the use of prior beliefs. Under both policies the neuron decides on +1 if f i (1) exceeds some decision threshold T i (1) , which is 0 or 1 ( )X i . 3 The rationale behind history-dependent dynamics We continue to follow the paradigm that the neuron is a Bayesian decision maker, and that the input eld arising from the currently active neurons is an`observation' in the statistical sense, allowing the neuron to update its belief concerning its correct memory. Since, as we have seen in the previous section (equation (13) ), the neuron's belief in its correct state after a single iteration is a strictly increasing function of its generalized eld, this belief typically varies from neuron to neuron. Performing a second independent iteration (viewing the second iteration as a rst iteration with the corresponding new initial similarity 10]) corresponds to splitting the neurons into two sets by the preferred true memory state, and then replacing the belief of each neuron by the average belief of its class. We shall show now that heterogeneity of prior beliefs induces higher performance.
Consider a neuron with prior probability of having state +1, and let h and g be the densities of the observable random variable under states +1 and ?1 respectively. Then the posterior probability of state +1, as given by Bayes formula, is (1) 
)g(x)). Recall that the similarity of a neuron is obtained from the belief in +1 by evaluating the convex function (x) = max(x; 1 ? x) at . We now take any twice continuously di erentiable convex function on 0; 1] and evaluate the expectation of ( (1) ):
Since expression (17) is positive, we see that the expectation of a well behaved convex function of the posterior probability is a convex function of the prior probability. Since twice continuously di erentiable convex functions on a compact interval are dense in the class of all continuous convex functions on that interval, this fact extends to nondi erentiable convex functions as well, such as (x) = max(x; 1 ? x).
We have seen that similarity is the expectation of some convex function of the belief. We conclude by formalizing the e ect of diversity on the expectation of convex functions. The common notion of comparative dispersion of distributions in Probability 23] and Economics 24] is that G is more dispersed than F if for some random variables X and Y with marginal distributions F and G respectively, E(Y jX) = X almost surely, i.e., if Y is obtained from X by the addition of noise. Jensen's inequality yields E( (Y )) = E(E( (Y )jX)) E( (X)) for any convex function . In particular, for any partitioning of the set of neurons, the network's nal similarity decreases if each neuron's belief is replaced by the average belief of its partition set.
We began this section with the remark that with history-independent dynamics, after every iteration the neurons' beliefs are collapsed into two values; the belief of each neuron with prior preference for +1 is replaced by the average belief of its class, and similarly regarding those neurons with prior preference for ?1. As we have shown, this implies that for sparse networks (i.e., those for which the sign of di erent neurons continues to be nearly independent beyond the rst iteration) a history-dependent second iteration performs better than a memoryless one.
If beliefs are dependent or if -as we assume throughout -only a xed fraction of the neurons are allowed to be active in a given iteration, the ring mechanisms should be modi ed accordingly, by letting activation depend not only on current beliefs but also on whether the particular neuron has been silent or active in the previous iterations. In this paper we allow this activity history to a ect the assessment of the nal belief i (2) but not the (otherwise general) interim signal S( i (1) ). In the same vein, we adopt the common premise that the initial state is a homogeneously distorted version of the true memory, in spite of the fact that heterogeneity of prior beliefs induces higher performance. Other patterns of initial states should be studied, such as the opposite extreme where = 0 for most neurons and = 1 for the remaining few.
In the next section we develop a framework for quantifying the performance of a historydependent second iteration in ANNs.
Two-iterations optimization
The eld observed by neuron i in the second iteration is
For mathematical convenience, we will relate signals and activation rules to normalized generalized elds rather than to beliefs. We let h(x) = S( 1 1 + e ?2cx ) ; p(x) = C max 1
1 + e ?2cx ; 1 ? 1 1 + e ?2cx (19) for c = = p 1 . The signal function h is assumed to be odd, and the activation function p, even. (18) may be then rewritten as
where I j (2) = 1 with probability p f j (1) p 1 + ( ) p 1 X j , independently of everything else. In order to evaluate the belief i (2) , we need the conditional distribution of f i (2) given X i ; I i (1) and f i (1) , for i = ?1 or i = +1. We adopt the working assumption that the pair of random variables (f i (1) ; f i (2) ) has a bivariate normal distribution given i , I i (1) and X i , with i , I i (1) and X i a ecting means but not variances or correlations. Under this working assumption, f i (2) is conditionally normal given ( i ; I i (1) ; X i ; f i (1) ), with constant variance and a mean which we will identify. This working assumption allows us to model performance via the following well known regression model. Lemma 2
If two random variables U and V with nite variances are such that E(V jU) is a linear function of U and V ar(V jU) is constant, then
and V ar(V jU) = V ar(V ) ? (Cov(U; V )) 2 V ar(U) : (22) Jointly normally distributed random variables U and V satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 2. Furthermore, the conditional distribution of V given U is itself normal. Letting U = f i (1) and V = f i (2) , this lemma will enable us to model posterior probabilities following a second iteration. As E(U) = E(f i (1) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ) and V ar(U) = V ar(f i (1) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ) have already being calculated (characterizing the rst iteration), it remains to identify the mean E(V ) = E(f i (2) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ), the variance V ar(V ) = V ar(f i (2) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ) and the covariance term Cov(U; V ) = Cov(f i (1) ; f i (2) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ). Lemma 2 permits us to express E(f i (2) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ; f i (1) ) = E(f i (2) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ) + a(f i (1) ? i ) (23) V ar(f i (2) )j i ; X i ; I i (1) ; f i (1) ) = 2 (24) for some constants a and 2 . We will prove in the sequel that for some constants and b to be identi ed together with a and 2 ,
We are now in a position to apply Lemma 1(ii) with (see (7) and (13))
and (see (8) , (23) and (24) Expression (26) shows that the correct de nition of a nal state X i (2) (2) , is normally distributed. As can be seen from (27), the two-iterations performance is measured by the nal similarity P(X i (2) = i ) = P W > b( ? a ) 2 
To get an explicit expression for the two-iterations performance, it remains to identify the conditional mean and variance of W given i , I i (1) and X i . where the one-iteration performance function Q is de ned by (14) . We see that the performance is conveniently expressed as the single-iteration optimal performance, had this iteration involved n rather than n 1 sampled neurons. This formula yields a numerical and analytical tool to assess the network's performance with di erent signal functions, activation proportions and architectures. We see that < 1 (unless = a , in which case, by (26) , the second iteration is uninformative). By the monotonicity of Q in proved earlier, two iterations strictly outperform one iteration, just as the latter strictly improves over the initial similarity.
It is worth noticing that the nal decision (27) may be expressed as a comparison of the second iteration input eld f i (2) with the decision threshold T i (2) = a ? The identi cation of the parameters a; b; and is technically di cult. We will present here their formulas for the biologically motivated two-valued signal function h(x) = Sgn(x), and illustrate these formulas for random and censored activation rules. Proofs and generalizations to arbitrary signal and activation functions are given in the Appendix.
Let the integrated signal function and the integrated absolute signal function be, respectively,
and
where (x) = expf?x 2 =2g= p 2 is the standard normal density function. From now on, let h(x) = Sgn(x). In analogy to the computation in expression (14) , expression (37) provides the number n 2 of updating neurons per neuron, or equivalently the number L 2 
It is interesting to realize that performance is independent of the re exivity parameter r. This parameter only a ects dynamics (see expression 27), by calibrating the eld of an initially active neuron -ltering out the information it gave the other neurons from the information received from them.
We easily see that in the sparse limit arrived at by xing 1 and 2 and letting both K=m and N=K go to in nity, we obtain that a = 0, 2 = 2 , and (see (32)) n = n 1 + n 2 ( = ) 2 . As will be shown, under random activation, = 0 . This implies that n strictly exceeds n 1 + n 2 because, as we saw at the end of section 2, 0 strictly exceeds . Since the twoiteration performance is equal to the one-iteration performance had this single iteration involved n updating neurons per neuron, this means that in the sparse limit it is always better to replace an iteration by two smaller ones. This suggests that Bayesian updating dynamics should be essentially asynchronous.
In reference to the above mentioned limiting case, we saw in the last section that the twoiterations performance Q 0 B @ ; 
Using the integral representations (36) and (37) for and a (and assuming as we did that jh(x)j 1), it is easy to see that For a given activity level a = n 2 =K, high performance is achieved by maximizing over p and possibly over h the absolute value of expression (48) keeping (49) xed. In complete analogy to Hypothesis Testing in Statistics, where a takes the role of level of signi cance and ( ? a ) a the role of power, p(x) should be 1 or 0 (activate the neuron or don't) depending on whether the eld value x is such that the likelihood ratio h(x) 1 (x)= 0 (x) is above or below a given threshold, determined by (49). Omitting details, the ratio R(x) = 1 (x)= 0 (x) looks as in gure 1, and converges to ?1 as x ! 1.
FIGURE 1
We see that there are three reasonable ways to make the ratio h(x) 1 (x)= 0 (x) large: if we assume that h(x) = Sgn(x), i.e., h(x) 1 since we work on the interval (0; 1), we can take a negative threshold such as t 1 in gure 1 and activate all neurons with generalized eld exceeding 3 (tail-censoring), or a positive threshold such as t 2 and activate all neurons with eld value between 1 and 2 (interval-censoring). Figure 1 suggests that tail-censoring should involve a reversal of decision, as suggested previously following expression (35). Equivalently, active neurons could signal the sign opposite the one they believe in, and neuron i would then maintain the decision as +1 or ?1 depending on whether f i (2) is above or below T i (2) . This inverted signalling rule paves the way to a third reasonable way to make h(x)R(x) large, the hybrid signalling-censoring rule: Activate all neurons with absolute eld value between 1 and 2 , or beyond 3 . The rst group should signal their preferred sign, while those in the second group should signal the sign opposite to the one they so strongly believe in !
In the next section we will develop explicit formulas for + ; ? ; 0 and a under random activation, tail-censoring, interval-censoring and the hybrid signalling-activation rule. The following section illustrates numerically their performance.
Some speci c activation rules
For each rule, we will present explicit formulas for the parameters + ; ? ; 0 and a , which are the ingredients of the evaluation of the parameters a; b; and 2 determining dynamics and performance.
Random activation
In the case of random activation, where p(x) n 2 K , we get 
We see (by (14) ) that in this case = 0 = 2Q( ; 1 ) ? 1.
Tail-censoring
In the case of tail-censoring, is even bigger, yielding (at least in the sparse limit) better performance. In this case, the threshold for which a proportion 
should be chosen as the solution to the equation a = n 2 K .
Interval censoring
The analysis of tail-censoring permits us to evaluate rather easily the performance of other censoring rules, such as interval censoring, which activates all neurons with absolute postsynaptic potential between two threshold values 1 and 2 with 0 1 < 2 . Stressing dependence on the general threshold in (60), (61), (62) Thus, n 2 assumes the value K a and performance is given by (34) in the usual manner.
It should be clear that for random activation and tail-censoring the total number L 2 of active neurons determines the activation rule completely, but there may be many intervals ( 1 ; 2 ), such as ( ; 1) itself, for which the expected number of active neurons is L 2 . We will only illustrate in the next section the interval achieving the highest performance.
Hybrid signalling-censoring
The analysis of tail-censoring permits us to evaluate the performance of this rule with the same ease as it facilitated the analysis of interval-censoring. The corresponding parameters in the hybrid case are given by The heuristic analysis of section 5 ignored the parameter 2 and was meant only as a qualitative justi cation for studying tail, interval and hybrid rules. The parameters 1 and
Numerical results
As is evident from tables 1,2,3,4, 5,6 and 7, our theoretical performance predictions show good correspondence with simulation results, already at fairly small-scale networks. The superiority of history-dependent dynamics is apparent.
All tables report the similarity after two iterations, starting from initial similarity 0:75, except for the second entry of the experimental Hop eld-zero diagonal dynamics which reports on the nal similarity achieved at convergence. All experimental results are averages over 100 trials. The results at di erent initial similarities are qualitatively similar. When the best interval chosen by interval-censoring coalesces with the interval of tail-censoring, their corresponding performance is given in the same entry, and similarly, for the case when interval-censoring and hybrid signalling-censoring coalesce.
Due to the correlation that evolves in the second iteration, the two-iterations performance of the zero-diagonal Hop eld network is worse than the theoretical two`independent iterations' prediction, and approaches the latter in the sparse limit. As for history-dependent dynamics, table 3 shows that for m=n t = 0:25, the similarity after two independent optimal iterations is 0:96, which is outperformed by history-dependent dynamics (see also table 7).
TABLES 1 THROUGH 7
Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the theoretical two-iterations performance of large, low-activitỳ cortical-like' networks, as a function of connectivity. We see that interval-censoring can maintain superior performance throughout the connectivity range. The performance of tail-censoring is very sensitive to connectivity, almost achieving the performance of interval censoring at a narrow low-connectivity range, and becoming optimal only at very high connectivity. There is a mid-range value of K for which tail-censoring does not improve on the one-iteration performance. 
Thus, if 2 is not too sensitive to K in this range, performance should be high if K is of the order of magnitude of the geometric mean of the network size N and the memory capacity m. This is indeed the range where random activation and tail-censoring perform well. The reason for the high performance of tail-censoring in this range is that it is essentially the same as interval-censoring, in the sense that under the optimal pair ( 1 ; 2 ), the probability that the eld will exceed 2 is so small, that it is immaterial whether we activate neurons in the interval ( 1 ; 2 ) or in the tail ( 1 ; 1) . The fact that tail-censoring is in this case`false'
interval-censoring implies that the neuron's nal decision should indeed be aligned with the second iteration input eld, rather than its inverse. These two modes of decision were fully corroborated by our numerical simulations. Figure 4 illustrates the performance of a columnar-like ANN at geometric-mean connectivity. The architecture is sparse enough so that all three history-dependent dynamics outperform the hypothetical optimal two-independent-iterations network. As is evident, as few as two low-ring iterations may already lead to the retrieval of the correct memory, showing that such ANNs might perform adequately within the short reaction times reported in the literature. As is evident, the superiority of history-dependent dynamics is indeed maintained along a wide range of initial similarities.
FIGURE 4 8 Discussion
In this paper we have presented a computational framework enabling a detailed description of the performance of ANNs in the rst two iterations. We have stressed the development of a general Bayesian framework that lays the ground for the analysis of history-dependent dynamics, and have used this analysis to identify e cient activation and signalling strategies.
The neocortex is traditionally described as being composed of modular columns of locally interconnected circuitry 25, 26] , whose size is of the order of N = 10 5 neurons 9]. As a cortical neuron should receive the concomitant ring of about 200?300 neurons in order to be activated 6], we set n = 200 as the average number of neurons which update the state of each neuron. The optimal connectivity we have found for biologically plausible activation, a few thousand synapses per neuron, is of the same order of magnitude as actual cortical connectivity 8]. It is interesting to note that similar network (N) and connectivity (K) sizes have been found also in the hippocampal CA3 network of the rat, its main memory storage network 6]. The actual number nN=K of neurons ring in every iteration is about 5000, which is in close correspondence with the evidence suggesting that about 4% of the neurons in a module re at any given moment 9].
In cortical-like conditions, censoring is considerably superior to random updating. This naturally raises the possibility that censoring should take place already in the rst iteration. This means essentially that the input pattern should not be applied as the conventional uniformly distorted version of the correct memory, but rather as the almost absolutely correct pattern on some small subset of the neurons, and random on the others. We plan to present in forthcoming publications the analysis under this type of initial input pattern, as well as the transition from symmetric 1 to the more biological, asymmetric 0 ? 1 formulation, where activation and signalling are one entity. 
(ii) For large N, the conditional correlation coe cient between P N j=4 W 2j I 2j I j (1) X j and P N j=4 W 3j I 3j I j (1) X j given all memory entries in neurons 1; 2 and 3 and given that there are The following auxiliary lemma will be needed as well. 
We now identify E(f i (2) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ) and prove it to be as represented in (25) . The eld f i (1) has mean i and variance 1 . We let f i (1) = i + p 1 Z. The contribution of neuron j to f i (1) is the in nitesimal term (see (10) ) ij = W ij I ij I j (1) X j =n 1 . Whenever it is important to single out these in nitesimal contributions, we will denote the eld by i + p 1 Z + ij .
Without loss of generality, let i = 1. We split E(f 1 (2) j 1 ; X 1 ; I 1 (1) (24)) we need to compute V ar(V ) = V ar(f i (2) j i ; X i ; I i (1) ), as the remaining terms have already been identi ed. Since f i (2) is expressed as a sum (see (20) ), its variance is expressible as the sum of the individual variances and the individual covariances. Lemmas 7 and 8 are dedicated to these two chores, respectively. Table 2 : Fully connected, variable activity network: N = 500; K = 500; n 1 = 500; n 2 = 300; m = 100. Table 7 : Sparsely connected, low activity network: N = 1500; K = 50; n 1 = n 2 = 20; m = 5. 
